It is demonstrated how a Hyperset Theory (satisfying P.Aczel's Anti-Foundation Axiom) naturally arises from the idea of World-Wide Web (WWW). Alternatively, Web serves as an illustration and possible application of the abstract notion of antifounded sets. A -language of Bounded Hyperset Theory is presented as a query language to the Web or, more generally, to Web-like Data Bases (WDB). It is shown that it describes exactly all abstract (or generic, up to bisimulation) PTIME-computable queries with respect to (possibly cyclic) graph encoding of hypersets. This result is based (i) on reducing of the -language for hypersets to the language FO+LFP ( = First-Order Logic with the Least Fixed-Point operator) over graphs considered up to bisimulation relation and (ii) on de nability in FO+LFP of a linear ordering on any strongly extensional nite graph by a single formula (cf. also DIMACS TR-97-05). The case of nitely branching, possibly in nite graphs and corresponding hypersets is also discussed. It corresponds to nitely-branching, but in nite Web. However, it deserves special further investigation.
1 Introduction 1 We will see that the abstract notion of hyperset occasionally and happily correlates also with that of HyperText : \Web documents are created by authors using a language called HTML (HyperText Markup Language) that o ers short codes (also called tags) to designate graphical elements and links. Clicking on links brings documents located on a server to a browser, irrespective of the server's geographic location." (From the Netscape Handbook.) 2 
Web-like Data Bases
We de ne a (state or instance of) World-Wide Web or a Web-like Data Base (WDB) as a labelled graph (abbreviated LG; it is also called labelled transition system 4]). See a motivation below. Formally, LG is a map g : jgj ! P(L jgj) with jgj a set of vertices, L = L g a set of labels or attributes (from some given large class of labels L) and P(jgj) the powerset. We consider vertices and labels quite abstractly, but represent or encode them as nite strings in a xed nite alphabet. All the computations over a WDB will be relativized to its graph g considered as an \oracle" set-valued function. Three important subclasses of
LG are nite, nitely-branching and countably branching labelled graphs (FLG, FBLG and CBLG). We write l : u g v or g j = l : u 2 v instead of hl; ui 2 gv and say this as \u is an l-element of v in the sense of g".
Considering vertices u; v of a graph g and the relation g , respectively, as formal names of sets (consisting of labelled elements) and as the membership relation between these sets might seem rather arti cial for arbitrary graphs, however we will give in Sect. 3 more arguments for such way of thinking.
Motivations for \WDB as Graph".
Which way such a graph g is related to the Web? Let us think that vertices u; v; : : : are formal expressions like http://www.botik.ru/PSI/AIReC/logic/, i.e. addresses (Uniform Resource Locators, URLs, in a computer network) of WWW-pages. Then a page, which an address v refers to, is just the corresponding set of references gv = fl 1 : u 1 ; l 2 : u 2 ; : : :g L jgj. Formally \l i : u i " is an ordered pair, a vertex u i labelled by l i . In a real nitelybranching WDB this page may be represented as a nite le (or as a part of a le containing many such pages) which consists of the lines \l i : u i " listed in any order. This le is saved in one of the computers participating in the distributed WDB network. (Of course, there might be just one computer for the whole WDB.) The computer and le may be located by the address v. In the in nitely-branching case an \in nite page" would be generated line-by-line by a program. All these details are implicit in the program, a browser, which computes g on the base of the current state of all the computers in the Internet (or Intranet) participating eventually in the computation of g.
As in the real Web, it is reasonable if any page looks like a list of lines \l i " consisting of labels only so that the corresponding hidden addresses \u i ", whose precise shape is not so relevant to a human user, are invisible on the screen display. This idea of visibility is crucial for the future considerations. We consider that labels play the role of atomic or primitive data or attributes, as in a \ at" relational DB, whereas addresses only organize these data into a complex/nested/graphical structure, possibly with cycles. By \clicking" mouse button on some occurrence of a label \l i ", we invoke the function g applied to the corresponding hidden address \u i " to get visible a new page gu i , etc. This process of \browsing" through the Web also suggests the \inverse" direction of (labelled) edges in the graph g de ned as u l v i l : u g v. { 3 { According to this point of view on the nature of a Web page p = fl 1 : u 1 ; l 2 : u 2 ; : : :g, its \visible part" is considered as unordered multiset of words p] ] * ) ffl 1 ; l 2 ; : : :gg, i.e. just of labels l i , rather than a text, i.e. ordered sequence of words. If a label l i , as a word (or a picture), contains \enough" information then it is \non-clickable" (g(u i ) = ;). Of course, any text may be represented as a very long word. E.g. one label on a page may be a longer text in which other shorter labels are mentioned in some way so that you can decide informally for yourself which of these labels must be clicked next. So, this representing data only via labels (which are appropriately organized via addresses) is su ciently adequate and exible abstract approach to Web-like Data Bases. 2 If all the labels l i in gv = fl 1 : u 1 ; l 2 : u 2 ; : : :g coincide then v actually de nes a \uniform" set of elements fu 1 ; u 2 ; : : :g. If all l i are di erent then the page gv is a tuple or record with the attributes or elds l i . (So, in a sense we need no special type of records.) Otherwise it could be called quasituple or quasirecord with u i being l i th projection of this quasituple. Let in general v:l * ) fu i jl i : u i 2 gv&l i = lg = fu i 1 ; u i 2 ; : : :g. In the case of tuples this gives a singleton set v:l i = fu i g (what is slightly di erent from the tradition to de ne v:l i = u i ). If all gu i are (quasi)tuples then gv is considered as (quasi)relation (a possibly heterogeneous set of (quasi)tuples). We see that the ordinary relational approach to Databases is easily absorbed by this WDB approach, and the same for the case of nested relations and complex objects (cf. also 30]) even having cyclic structure.
The World-Wide Web seems so widely known that there is no strong reason to present any illustrating examples. Rather, WWW is serving as a nice illustration and possible application of Hyper Set Theory whose \bounded" version we describe below. Say, there is nothing unusual in the possibility of cycles in the graph g representing a current instance of WWW (WDB). : jgj ! HCA satisfying the identity (2) with respect to the membership relation 2 understood in the sense of HCA (i.e. as 2 HCA ).
Evidently, HCA (if it exists) is determined by this axiom uniquely, up to isomorphism.
According to the tradition of non-well-founded set theory, we will use 2 with no superscript HCA because we \believe" (or just behave as believing) in \real existence" of such a universe in the same way as for the \ordinary" well-founded universe, say, HC or HF of hereditarily-countable, respectively, -nite) sets. If g ranges only over nite, respectively, nitely branching graphs (2)) that the latter coincides with g . So, the reader may completely forget (if he prefers this) about the universes HFA, HFA 1 and HCA and work directly in terms of graphs and bisimulations. However, it would be rather unreasonable to ignore our everyday and fruitful set-theoretic experience also applicable to hypersets. On the other hand, graph representation of such hypersets is very useful because this allows to consider computability notions over these abstract universes of sets in terms of graph transformers.
Moreover, in nitely branching case for some i, so that g 7 ! g is computable (in polytime wrt cardinality of jgj). For nitely branching graphs with in nite number of vertices we have only semidecidability of 6 g (wrt the \oracle" g). By considering graphs up to bisimulation (in contrast to, say, 1] devoted to in nite nitely branching graphs as WWW instances), this is the main technical reason why we need some additional e orts for developing corresponding approach for this in nite case (i.e. for the case of HFA 1 ; corresponding paper is in progress.) So, we concentrate here mainly on the nite case (HFA). ) may be identi ed with corresponding HCA-sets and, respectively, with the membership relation 2 HCA for these sets.
We conclude that the Web or any WDB (considered statically) may be naturally interpreted as an \initial" (transitive) part of the universe HCA or HFA 1 
Any given typing relation T L 2 also induces corresponding typing relation x :: T between arbitrary HFA-sets x and . Any 2 HFA may serve as a type. However, for T a map, a type is usually simpler than x, and it properly re ects the \nested" structure of x. Cf. also 30] for corresponding tabular representations of (well-founded) HF-sets according to their types. This makes the present approach related with (nested) relational databases. Note, that now both sets and their types may be circular.
Isomorphism of WDBs up to Bisimulation. Let 
-Language for Hypersets
It is widely recognized high expressive power and exibility of the classical set theory. Let us present the syntax of -language for some its bounded version: -formulas ::= l = m P( t) '& ' _ :' 8l : x 2 s:' 9l : x 2 s:' the-least P:(P( x) , ( x; P))]( t) -terms ::= set-variables x; y; : : : ; fl 1 : t 1 ; : : : ; l k : t k g ft(l; x)jl : x 2 s&'(l; x)g TC(s) D(s; t)
Here t; t; s are -terms (or lists of terms); '; are -formulas; l; m; l i are label variables which formally are not -terms; P is a predicate variable (only of set arguments); variables x and l are not free in s; is -formula which involves (at any depth) only atomic terms; and all occurrences of the predicate variable P in are positive. Also there may be some additional primitive predicates over labels, besides the equality l = L m, such as some given linear order l L m, or the predicate \l is a substring of m" or discussed above some typing relation.
{ 8 {
The meaning of the most of these constructs in the universe HFA (or even in HCA) is straightforward. S ft(l; x)jl : x 2 s&'(x; l)g is the union of the family of sets t(l; x) where x and l satisfy the condition after \j". The transitive closure TC has been de ned in (3). the-least P:(P( x) , : : :)] denotes the least predicate on the universe HFA such that the corresponding equivalence holds for all x 2 HFA. It evidently exists by the positivity requirement on P and may be obtained as union S i P i with P 0 * ) false and P i+1 ( x) * ) ( x; P i )). Note, that this union is actually \locally nite" due to ( x; y; P) , ( x; y; Pj j n n TC(f x; yg)) where
x; y are all free set variables of (which has no complex terms!). This construct is actually equivalent in HFA (essentially as in 14]) to its in ationary version in ationary P:(P( x) , (P ( x) _ ( x; P))]( t) with no requirement of positivity on P in . Decoration is the only construct of this language which has not a meaning in general for the ordinary well-founded universe HF. However, this is a natural operation which, given arbitrary ( nite) graphical, possibly cyclic \plan" s 2 HFA, constructs a set D(s; v) 2 HFA according to this plan. Note that strong extensionality allows to de ne in equality relation u = v between HFA-sets (missing in the present version of ) recursively, as the largest xed point via (4) or (8) (easily reducible to the-least construct) by using primitive equality l = L m on labels. Therefore 2 HFA is also -de nable by using bounded quanti cation as l : u 2 v * ) 9m : w 2 v(l = m&u = w).
The origins of -language go back to the well-known notion of 0 -formulas of A. L evy and to so called basic = rudimentary set-theoretic operations of R.O. Gandy 10] and R.B. Jensen 17] . Note also somewhat related theoretical approach to SETL in 6, 7] and set-theoretic programming language STARSET 11] . The latter, in comparison with SETL and , does not use deeply nested sets. So called semantic or -programming 12] is based mainly on considering unbounded, unlike , positive existential quanti cation.
Some label-free version of this -language for pure universe HFA was considered in 27], as well as labelled one for the well-founded case in 30]. Natural axioms describing the meaning of -de nable operations and predicates are presented in 27, 28, 33] and 31, 33] for pure well-founded and, respectively, non-well-founded case, as well as corresponding proof-theoretic considerations, so that we actually have a Bounded Set Theory with AntiFoundation Axiom, BSTA. It may be used, say, for proving correctness/equivalence ofqueries. 
holds for all nite g and v 2 g, and Q is (PTIME) computable. We may also assume that g 0 extends the graph g by some \temporary" vertices and edges used to \calculate" the result hg 0 ; v 0 i] ] = q( hg; vi] ]) without changing the meaning of the old vertices in g. We also abbreviate hg 0 ; v 0 i = Q(g; v) as v 0 = Q(v).
It is natural to call q and Q abstract and concrete versions, respectively, of a query to WDB g, or as its denotational and operational semantics. The speci c way of calculating a query Q which guarantees the identity (10) consists in multiple repeated browsing, i.e. applying the function g, starting from an input address v of a page, searching the labels on a current page satisfying some (also computable) condition (e.g. on containing by a text-label some substring(s) of symbols), (re)organizing this information according to the query Q by creating new pages with the labels found above and assigning them some addresses, taking into account during the computation only visible part of pages, outputting as the nal result (a page with) some address v 0 which, together with all (possibly new) pages accessible from it via hyperlinks will constitute the whole answer to the query. In particular, this is the case for arbitrary -de nable queries/updates Q( v) to WDB g where now set variables v range over addresses (i.e. graph vertices) rather than over corresponding HFA-sets (cf. also 31]). Here are examples.
1. Given labels l 1 ; : : : ; l n and addresses v 1 ; : : : ; v n (n 0), create a new page fl 1 : v 1 ; : : : ; l n : v n g (i.e. a new le on a computer in the network with the corresponding address) consisting of the lines l 1 : v 1 ; : : : ; l n : v n .
2. Take the union v 1 v 2 = S fv 1 ; v 2 g of two pages given by their addresses v 1 and v 2 by concatenating corresponding les. The same for more general union construct S ft(l; x)jl : x 2 sg, assuming that we can compute t(l; x). 5 { 10 { 3. Bounded quanti ers 8l : x 2 s:' and 9l : x 2 s:' and the general union S ft(l; x)jl : x 2 s&'(l; x)g are also based on looking through pages having references l : x in gs and satisfying given (computable) condition '(l; x). 4 . To compute the-least construct use its local property (cf. Sect. 4). 5. To compute decoration D(s; w) by any two given page addresses s and w (a) start depth 3 browsing from s to gather (actually taking into account bisimulation which is itself computable by the-least construct) all the \triples" l : hl; u; vi (9) from the page gs, (b) consider each this triple as a l-labelled edge of a graph , (c) create new (i.e. not used in the WDB instance g) di erent addresses NewAddr(u), NewAddr(v), NewAddr(w); : : : for all the vertices of , (d) extend g by creating new pages with these new addresses to imitate , (e) output NewAddr(w) as the nal result.
(We omit some more details.) We see that is not only a pure set-theoretic language over HFA whose meaning may be understood quite abstractly, but simultaneously a \graph" language interpreted solely in terms of the computation over the Web or WDB.
Unlike HFA, when working in terms of a WDB state g the ordinary equality and gmembership relations between addresses u = v and l : u g v cannot be considered here as legal -queries. Otherwise, we would be able to distinguish visibly non-distinguishable addresses. However, bisimulation u g v (4) and another membership relation of the kind l : u 2 g v (7) have been actually -de ned. Fortunately, \membership" relation of the form l : u g v is allowed in the context of bounded quanti cation which is e ectively computable by looking through the nite page gv.
Database Integrity Constraints also may be expressed in -language. A trivial example: for x 2 HFA to be a tuple (vs. quasituple, i.e. an arbitrary HFA-set) is formulated as the constraint 8l : y; l 0 : y 0 2 x(l = l 0 ) y = y 0 ). We may describe that some relations (sets of tuples) are of a speci ed arity, or postulate some functional dependencies or some interleaving between tuples and relations when going deeper and deeper into a (possibly cyclic) set, etc.
Important Properties of -De nable Queries.
It can be shown by induction on the de nition of -language that (in terms of its operational semantics in WDB terms sketched above) all -de nable queries preserve bisimulation relation u g v between (addresses of) pages (cf. 31] for more details). This means that { 11 { any page query t and boolean query ' should not distinguish between pages with the same meaning:
Evidently, all -queries preserve (do not create new) labels in the sense that any label participating in TC(t( l; u)) must participate also in f lg TC(f ug).
A very important property of -de nable queries consists in their genericity (or abstractness), up to bisimulation. We de ne this notion following 30] where it was applied directly to HF-sets rather than to representing ( nite acyclic) graphs. Cf. also 1] where the notion of genericity is considered only for boolean queries and without any connection to bisimulation, unlike this paper and 30].
A query Q(u) is called generic (up to bisimulation) if it preserves (i) bisimulation, (ii) labels and also (iii) isomorphism, up to bisimulation, of its inputs. I.e. for any two graphs g and g 0 and an isomorphism ' between corresponding sets of labels L and L 0 (and therefore between some vertices in jgj and jg 0 j) u 2 jgj; u 0 2 jg 0 j; u ' u 0 implies Q(u) ' Q(u 0 ) (according to the same bijection ' between labels!).
These properties of queries appear as quite natural, even independing on the abovelanguage of queries. Moreover, considering properly the computability notion of a query as a graph transformer Q : hg; vi 7 ! hg 0 ; v 0 i = Q(g; v) satisfying (10) (reasonably de ned by using encoding of abstract labelled graphs; cf. also 30]) leads inevitably to genericity of Q.
Some Comparisons.
Of course, it is not strictly necessary to support set-theoretic (based on bisimulation) level of abstraction if paying attention to the precise syntax of addresses; cf. { 12 {
The main informal di erence of our approach with 18, 5] is the set-theoretical point of view based on the observation that the graphs and operations over them considered up to bisimulation are essentially (non-well-founded) sets of sets of sets, etc., and well-known settheoretical operations, respectively. Also note, that query languages UnQL and UnCAL discussed in 5] and formulated in terms of graphs may be essentially (up to some unclear places in syntax and semantics) embedded in (if it is considered as a language of graph transformers). However, the decoration operation D of is not de nable there and also in SRI 18] . Any operation of these languages preserves the well-foundedness of input data, i.e. being applied to the acyclic data structure results also in the acyclic one, while D obviously does not. (An argument to D may be cyclic graph|something like a syntactic speci cation of a data|represented by an HF-set, but all HF-sets themselves are of \acyclic" nature.) It follows that these languages do not de ne all PTIME computable queries, unlike (cf. Theorem 3 below).
6 Linear Ordering of HFA and PTIME Computability 
